
Know your capabilities. Plan e�ectively. Deliver results!

When will we see value from 

our investment? Leadership 

asks some form of this question 

nearly every day. They think in 

terms of major milestones — 

and the end game. Not sprints. 

Meanwhile, you and your 

project teams live in an Agile 

world. How can project 

managers use Jira to bridge 

that gap, communicating 

e�ectively with leadership, in 

their language, while still 

remaining agile?

Deliver is built by ALM Works, an Atlassian 

Platinum Top Vendor and the company behind 

Structure for Jira, a top-selling PPM app on the 

Atlassian Marketplace. 

In fact, Deliver is built on Structure – extending 

its portfolio-level management capabilities. 
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Know your capabilities.

Plan e�ectively.

Deliver!

Jira contains a wealth of data about past project completion. Deliver helps you mine that 

data and understand past project completion statistics as it relates to new project plans.

Armed with insights about the organization’s capabilities, Deliver helps project 

management leaders build more reliable project plans that will guide team success.

By using Deliver throughout the lifecycle of your major projects, you will be able to refine 

forecasted outcomes, drive decisions early, and manage leadership’s expectations with 

dependable, reliable, substantiated forecasts.
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For those interested in testing Deliver in their Jira server or data center staging environments, we are o�ering early access to the software this 
summer. Join the Deliver mailing list to be kept informed of our progress and to learn how you can join our Early Access Program (EAP).

Visit      alm.works/deliver
or drop us a note via      deliver@almworks.com


